I. Deletions

1.01 N283C Complex Pediatric Pathophysiology & Clinical Management 3U
FOR: Mary Lynch
Offered: Spring
Remarks: Course is no longer needed due to curriculum revision.

1.02 N283D Impact of Genetics on Pediatric Health and Illness 1U
FOR: Mary Lynch
Offered: Spring
Remarks: Course is no longer needed due to curriculum revision

II. Change in Courses – FOR/Quarter/Instructor Changes

2.01 N144 Adult Medical-Surgical/Geriatric Nursing 13.5U
Current FOR: Lisa Day, Jane Perlas ,PN
Proposed FOR: Pam Bellefeuille, PN
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009
Remarks: FOR change

2.02 N146 Parent-Child Nursing 7.5U
Current FOR: Medie Jesena, FHCN
Proposed FOR: Bonnie Taft, Victoria (Floriani) Keeton, FHCN
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009
Remarks: FOR change

2.03 N149 Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing 6U
Current FOR: Kathy Shook, CHS
Proposed FOR: Scott Ziehm, Kevin McGirr, CHS
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009
Remarks: FOR change

2.04 N203 End-of-Life Care Across Practice Settings 2U
Current FOR: Theresa Koetters, PN
Proposed FOR: Kathleen Puntillo, PN
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009
Remarks: FOR change and change of quarter from Spring to Winter
2.05  N204 Pathophysiology in Family Primary Care 3U
Current FOR:  Erica Monasterio, FHCN
Proposed FOR:  Ellen Scarr, Lisa Mihaly, FHCN
Quarter Effective:  Winter 2009
Remarks:  FOR change and change of quarter from Spring to Winter

2.06  N210A Introduction to Health Care Informatics 3U
Current FOR:  Dean Wantland, CHS
Proposed FOR:  Jean Ann Seago, CHS
Quarter Effective:  Winter 2009
Remarks:  FOR change

2.07  N212A Qualitative Data Collection & Ethics 2U
Current FOR:  Elizabeth Davies, FHCN
Proposed FOR:  Janice Humphreys, FHCN
Quarter Effective:  Spring 2009
Remarks:  FOR change

2.08  N217B Care of High-Risk Populations II 2U
Current FOR:  Jerusalem Makonnen, FHCN
Proposed FOR:  Ellen Scarr, FHCN
Quarter Effective:  Winter 2009
Remarks:  FOR change

2.09  N217C Primary Care of High-Risk & Vulnerable Elders 2U
Current FOR:  Margaret Scott, FHCN
Proposed FOR:  Barbara Hollinger, FHCN
Quarter Effective:  Winter 2009
Remarks:  FOR change

2.10  N220.01 Academic Role Preparation I 1U
Current FOR:  Dorothy Fontaine
Proposed FOR:  Nancy Stotts, PN
Quarter Effective:  Fall 2008
Remarks:  FOR change

2.11  N220.02 Academic Role Preparation II 1U
Current FOR:  Dorothy Fontaine
Proposed FOR:  Nancy Stotts, PN
Quarter Effective:  Fall 2008
2.12 N220.03 Academic Role Preparation III 1U  
Current FOR: D. Fontaine, M. Wallhagen, PN  
Proposed FOR: Mary Blegen, CHS  
Quarter Effective: Fall 2008

Remarks: FOR change

2.13 N234 Program Development and Management 3U  
Current FOR: Deborah Norton, CHS  
Proposed FOR: Catherine Waters, CHS  
Quarter Effective: Spring 2009

Remarks: FOR change

2.14 N236D Complementary Healing in Nursing 3U  
Current FOR: Judith Sweet, CHS  
Proposed FOR: Priscilla Abercrombie, CHS  
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009

Remarks: FOR change

2.15 N240.06 HIV/AIDS Advanced Nursing Seminar 1U  
Current FOR: C.Portillo, W. Holzemer, CHS  
Proposed FOR: Sally Rankin, C. Portillo, W. Holzemer, CHS  
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009

Remarks: FOR change

2.16 N245 Health Promotion & Protection 2U  
Current FOR: Roberta Oka, CHS  
Proposed FOR: Rosanna Segovia-Bain, CHS  
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009

Remarks: FOR change

2.17 N246 Symptom Assessment & Management 3U  
Current FOR: Meg Scott, FHCN  
Proposed FOR: Ellen Scarr, FHCN  
Quarter Effective: Spring 2009

Remarks: FOR change

2.18 N247.02B Seminar in Advanced Family Primary Care 2U  
Current FOR: M. Scott, E. Monasterio, FHCN
Proposed FOR: E. Monasterio, J. Makonnen, FHCN
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009
Remarks: FOR change

2.19 N255B Diagnosis & Treatment of Acutely Ill/Injured II 3U
Current FOR: Jill Howie-Esquivel, PN
Proposed FOR: Rosalie Bravo, Mark Hawk, PN
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009
Remarks: FOR change

2.20 N259.02 Special Problems in Women’s Health 2U
Current FOR: Pilar Bernal de Pheils
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009
Remarks: Quarter change from Winter & Spring to Spring only

2.21 N262A Research Methods 2U
Current FOR: Abbey Alkon, PN
Proposed FOR: Nancy Stotts, PN
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009
Remarks: FOR change

2.22 N272 Children with Special Health Needs 2U
Current FOR: Karen Duderstadt, FHCN
Quarter Effective: Spring 2009
Remarks: Quarter change from Winter to Spring

2.23 N283.03 Common Pediatric Illness Clinical Seminar 1U
Current FOR: Karen Duderstadt, FHCN
Proposed FOR: Angel Chen, FHCN
Quarter Effective: Spring 2009
Remarks: FOR change

2.24 N283.04 Complex Pediatric Primary Care Seminar 1U
Current FOR: Angel Chen, FHCN
Proposed FOR: Karen Duderstadt, FHCN
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009
Remarks: Change in quarter from Fall to Winter and FOR change
2.25  **N285B Qualitative Methods II: Analysis 5U**
Current FOR:  H.Pinderhughes, S. Kools
Proposed FOR:  Adele Clark, Holly Kennedy
Quarter Effective:  Winter 2009
Remarks:  FOR change

2.26  **N287D Financial Management 3U**
Current FOR:  Jane Hirsch, CHS
Proposed FOR:  Jean Ann Seago, CHS
Quarter Effective:  Spring 2009
Remarks:  FOR change

2.27  **N289B Advanced Quantitative Research Methods II 3U**
Current FOR:  Sandra Weiss, FHCN
Proposed FOR:  Kathryn Lee, FHCN
Quarter Effective:  Winter 2009
Remarks:  FOR change

2.28  **N404.05C ACNP Residency III 8U**
Current FOR:  Jill Howie-Esquivel, PN
Proposed FOR:  Roxanne Garbez, PN
Quarter Effective:  Spring 2009
Remarks:  FOR change

2.29  **S211 Information Technology & Organizational Change 2U**
Current FOR:  Robert Miller, SBS
Current Course Title:  Information Technology and Organizational Change
Proposed Course Title:  Information Systems, Organizational Change, & Health Policy
Quarter Effective:  Spring 2009
Remarks:  Change in course title only; new title better reflects scope of course content

2.30  **S219 Social Policy in Aging 2-4U**
Current FOR:  Carol Estes, SBS
Proposed FOR:  Patrick Fox, SBS
Quarter Effective:  Winter 2009
Remarks:  FOR change

2.31  **S222 Health Economics & Policy 2U**
Current FOR: Charlene Harrington, SBS  
Proposed FOR: Susan Chapman, SBS  
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009  
Remarks: FOR change

2.32 S235 Tobacco Control Policy Issues 1-3U  
Current FOR: Elizabeth Smith, SBS  
Proposed FOR: Ruth Malone, SBS  
Quarter Effective: Spring 2009  
Remarks: FOR change

2.33 S238 Feminist Theory 2-4U  
Current FOR: Adele Clark, SBS  
Proposed FOR: Shari Dworkin, SBS  
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009  
Remarks: FOR change

2.34 S246 Communications & Policy Leadership 3U  
Current FOR: Charlene Harrington, SBS  
Proposed FOR: Ruth Malone, SBS  
Quarter Effective: Spring 2009  
Remarks: FOR change

2.35 S285B Qualitative Methods II: Analysis 5U  
Current FOR: H. Pinderhughes, S. Kools  
Proposed FOR: Adele Clark, Holly Kennedy  
Quarter Effective: Winter 2009  
Remarks: FOR change

III. Change in Courses

3.01 N407.05 Clinical Practicum 2U  
Lecture 60 hours or two units; Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of N407.10 Clinical Practicum; Restrictions: Acute Care Nurse Practitioners ONLY; Description: Clinical experiences focus on the advancement of history and physical examination skills while acquiring proficiency in developing health promotion and maintenance plans for stable, hospitalized adults using clinical decision-making models.  
FOR: Roxanne Garbez  
Offered: Winter
Mark Hawk

Remarks:

1. Remove references to Health Promotion. Remove #3 and #4 objectives and add four (#3,4,5,6), change prerequisite
2. Change course grading convention from letter grade to Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory only
3. Add class participation, written reports and direct observation of clinical performance to course requirements
4. Remove preceptor evaluation from criteria for evaluation of student performance
5. Add class participation and attendance to evaluation of student performance

3.02 N407.08 Acute Care Nurse Practitioner Chronic Illness Practicum 2U
Lecture 60 hours or two units; Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of N407.05 Clinical Practicum; Restrictions: Acute Care Nurse Practitioner students ONLY; Description: Clinical experience focuses on episodic/chronic health needs of hospitalized patients. Emphasizes diagnosis and management of chronic illnesses of patients e.g. those with diabetes, coronary artery disease, COPD, GI and GU problems, and infectious diseases.

FOR: Roxanne Garbez
Offered: Spring

Mark Hawk

Remarks:

1. Refresh objectives and add one (#6)
2. Change course grading convention from letter grade to Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory only
3. Add class participation, oral/written reports, and direct observation of clinical performance to course requirements
4. Remove preceptor evaluation from criteria used to evaluate student performance
5. Add class participation, oral presentation and attendance to evaluation of student performance

IV. Courses

4.01 None